Introducing
SupplyPort
Delivering intelligent
inventory management

KEY FEATURES:
COMPREHENSIVE & CONFIGURABLE REPORTING PACKAGE
AUTOMATED ORDERING & REPLENISHMENT ROUTINES
EXTERNAL HOSTING FOR MINIMAL INTERNAL IT SUPPORT
EASY TO INTEGRATE
FULL TRACEABILITY AND TRANSACTION HISTORIES

toolingintelligence.co.uk

About SupplyPort:

Ordering and Reporting:

SupplyPort’s user-friendly software delivers intelligent inventory
management to your supply chain from start to finish. SupplyPort,
the virtual administration centre for our vending devices, collects
and processes transaction data, controls inventory levels and
manages automatic replenishment to put your inventory data
to work like never before.

SupplyPort’s automated ordering system
provides fast, reliable and accurate decision
making to your supply chain to prevent
costly disruption to the workflow.

Substitutes - When an item is unavailable,

inventory and assets (products) by anyone with 		

guide users to an alternative or replacement 		

access to the system (users). Control as much

product to prevent disruption to the workflow.

Product Types - Define products as
reuseable, returnable, check-in/check-out or 		
absolute control.

systems and distributor systems

machine. SupplyPort’s Rapid Refill function saves 		

Orders can be scheduled for regular automatic

SupplyPort - tracks the movement of

or at the port.

Orders are linked to product refills at the vending 		

Individual product rules trigger orders and alerts

Product Control:

or as little as you want, at the vending machine

Easy to integrate with external purchasing

FIFO - Enable ‘first in first out’ dispensing to 		
ensure the correct rotation and management
of products at risk of expiration.

Allocation Codes - Company defined
tracking codes can be used to assign product 		

delivery or run on an ad-hoc basis, for example 		
during increased production runs

time at the vending machine during re-stock
Limit access to order authorisations including hold
for review, adjust, cancel-when-late and void
Access complete order logs and authorisation history.

SupplyPort’s extensive reporting capabilities
provide information and insight across the
supply chain, from order point to end user.

Product Access Limits - Restrict user

costs to specific departments, cost centres,

access to products based on criteria specified

job numbers etc. Allocation codes can also be 		

in their access group and maintain strict control 		

used to gather information about how products 		

over high value, mission critical items. Lockdown 		

are being used or to guide users through

items to prevent access.

product selection.

Product Kits - Group two or more products 		

Lot Management - Record the movement

to provide straight forward access for users

of batch numbered stock and assets with

Schedule automated rolling reports

Track inventory

requiring multiple items. Products within a kit 		

complete traceability.

Customisable report columns, filters and sorting

Identify trends

Serialisation and Calibration - Take total 		

Multi-format reports include XLS, XML and CSV

Investigate discrepancies

Delivery options include e-mail and FTP

Explore system operation.

can also be dispensed individually.

Product Images - Attach individual photos 		

All product movements are logged and traced to each
user’s unique login. User logins can be synchronised
with existing clock number or employee identities.
Accountability promotes responsible consumption
when all transactions are traceable.

control of your serialised and calibrated inventory.

to each product in the database for easy 			
recognition at the vending machine.

SupplyPort Uploader - Transfer large

Example Reports:

product, user and other data files to the port
from spreadsheet data. Receive e-mail
confirmation that your data additions and
updates have been processed.

Secure cloud
data transfer

Consumption by Device
Stock Location

Trend by Product and User
User Contact Tracing

Current Inventory

Inventory Turnover Analysis

Calibration Due
Stockout Analysis
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Tooling Intelligence provides innovative inventory management solutions
to organisations and industries across the United Kingdom and Europe.
We are experienced in providing state-of-the-art inventory management technology to
our customers. We were founded in 2006 by a team of engineering experts and business
specialists, who had the vision to combine cutting-edge solutions with premium customer
service. We work with partners across numerous sectors, including aerospace, medical,
precision engineering, oil and gas and many more.

Cutting-edge products

Personalised service

We have a broad range of products in our portfolio.

We are an independent business, which means we

Whether you are looking for a mobile inventory

always provide a high-quality, personalised service

management solution for your on-the-go teams

to our clients.

or a heavy-duty dispensing unit with complete
visibility, you’ll find something to suit your
requirements with us.

From the very start of your project, we work closely
with you to find the right inventory management
solution for your application. Our products are

Browse our website to learn more about our

customisable too, which means we can help you

products or contact our experienced team for

design and create the ideal technology that meets

more information.

your exact requirements.

Access ongoing support

Visit our centre

We know that the journey doesn’t end once

We understand that the best way to appreciate

the installation is complete. We pride ourselves

our products is to see them in action. That’s

on our level of service, making sure you receive

why we invite our customers to our specialist

the support you need throughout the process.

Demonstration Centre to see the full potential

Whether you want to expand your existing

of the solution in person.

inventory management solution or need
technical help, our service team are always
on hand to assist you.

Here, you can browse the full SupplyPro product
range, as well as our service and support tools.
You will have the opportunity to meet our
knowledgeable team too.

Contact Us
01926 484511
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information@toolingintelligence.co.uk

